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Discover the Power of AI for Poultry Farmers Today! 

January 2024; In a world where affordable protein is in high demand, the Vencomatic Group firmly 

believes in the potential of AI technology to revolutionize poultry farming. We understand the im-

portance of animal welfare, sustainability, and economic success in this industry. That's why we are 

dedicated to helping poultry farmers unlock the full genetic potential of their birds, flocks, and 

farms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But this isn't just a vision for the future - it's happening right now. By combining state-of-the-art 

hardware with data and predictive AI technologies, we are already witnessing incredible results. 

From proactive management to early disease detection, our Meggsius technologies are already help-

ing farmers today. As we continue to enhance the AI algorithms, the impact will for sure be even 

more significant tomorrow. 

 

The benefits are numerous. Farm owners and specialists can reduce their workload and focus on 

what matters most, while also saving valuable time and resources. Moreover, this integrated ap-

proach allows for a more autonomous and efficient system, reducing reliance on scarce and expen-

sive labor. 
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By capturing data through our Meggsius solutions, we enable farmers to steer their production to-

wards excellence. From improved egg quality to healthier birds, the possibilities are endless. Our 

technology even detects issues in real-time, such as obstructions or cold areas, which would other-

wise go unnoticed. 

 

During the IPPE TECH Talks, our expert, Dennis Hoeks will discuss the aspects of this technology 

and demonstrate how it impacts on daily operations. 

IPPE TECH Talks 

Tuesday, 1/30/24 

Time: 2:00:00 PM 

Theater: B Hall, Booth B48027 

 

Come and meet us at the Vencomatic Group booth B23005 during one of the show days and 

we happily demonstrate to you how our Meggsius data enabled solutions can already help 

you now!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.vencomaticgroup.com/future-of-farming
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Company Profile 

At Vencomatic Group, we are on a mission to make poultry husbandry sustainable. We seek to 

balance the operation of a successful business with the lowest possible environmental impact, 

all while trying to achieve the highest animal welfare levels. We always, develop our products 

based on a thorough understanding of the bird, her well-being, and her eggs.  

Our unique solutions are supporting the entire ‘Egg Way’ for layers, breeders, broilers, and hatcher-

ies. Think of poultry housing equipment (Vencomatic, Van Gent), egg collection and handling equip-

ment (Prinzen), and climate solutions (Agro Supply). And we don’t stop there, discover how Megg-

sius powers precision farming and gives us the opportunity to help our customers even further, 

reaching the maximum potential out of every bird, every flock every farm.  

For more information please visit: www.vencomaticgroup.com  
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